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Letter from the Editor
As the semester and the year approach their conclusion and the idea of post-graduation life grows from a distant
rumble to a blaring reality, I find myself reflecting often on my
favorite memories from the past three years spent on campus
downtown.
I remember vividly my first year as a chemistry major
feeling quite isolated from the arts community that I imagined
had to exist somewhere on this sprawling campus. Underground entered my life by chance sometime in Fall 2018. I was
lost between classes wandering the late quad shared by Kell,
Sparks, and Langdale when I stumbled on staff members sharing issues on a plastic folding table outside the library’s north
entrance. I’ve learned to appreciate that Underground seems to
revolve around these chance happenings. Visiting the release
party for Issue 9.1 that December is a memory I hold close
to my heart. I remember meeting the lovely staff at the time,
hearing performances from other GSU artists, and taking home
copies of the issue to share with my friends and family.
For a lot of GSU students like me, Underground is the
first place they’ll have their work published in print form. The
journal’s transformation this past year has brought us to a place
now where we’re able to pour our passions directly into every
aspect of sharing the work our generous submitters send in.
It’s been my absolute pride to be able to play a role in
sharing the work of so many incredible creatives over the past
years. I have been continually inspired by not only the work
that gets submitted to us, but by the love and care shown to it
by the staff here at the journal.

Underground has positioned ourselves to approach
each submission with the goal of applying our own varied
skillsets to highlight each piece and create a home for them
amongst our pages. In that pursuit, I have been so grateful to
witness each of our staff members bring their unique talents
and passions to the task of sharing other students’ work.
When it felt like I wouldn’t ever manage to find a
creative community to connect with as a freshman, I was welcomed with open arms by people who I had the pleasure to go
on and work with for years at Underground. If you’re a student
at GSU and you’re looking to connect with other people who
have a passion for sharing and creating together, Underground
could be your home as well. Together, I hope we’ve made it
clear that Underground intends to be a safe haven for the undergraduate creative students across the campuses of Georgia
State to come together and share their creative efforts.
Thank you all for continuing on this journey with us.
As we enter our 11th year downtown, we’ll always be your
Underground.

Harrison Wayne

PAUL BOURLET

The Bubble of the World I Walk In
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Atlanta
SYDNEY RONEY

The city died
high rise pierced the sky
the clouds cried
I mourned inside
the city’s dreams
quarantined,
while admittedly
I felt free
but to see
her blood run dry,
her soul leave her eyes
Atlanta, I apologize
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Can You Eat It?
SHANICE FELIX

What is trust?
Can you eat it?
No, you cannot eat it
It leaves kids’ stomachs empty
When parents go
And drop candied lies in their place
It rots their teeth
Leaves a stench on their breath
Like something I am allergic to
Can you burn it?
No, you cannot burn it
Though it is like fire
And tempts you to reach for it
Despite you knowing better
It wrinkles old ladies’ noses
And the wolves paw at the places it hurts
In grandma’s house
Looking for a meal
Can you ignore it?
No, you cannot ignore it
It is a car when you’re trying not to think of cars
It is an elephant when you’re trying not to think of elephants
It is a promise when you’re trying not to think of promises
And all the ways they’ve been broken
And all the ways they haven’t been broken, yet
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Rooster on Goldenrod

DELANEY DUSCH

Can you rename it?
Yes, you can rename it
You can call it something else
Christen it karma, luck, justice, redemption, honor, loss,
disaster, ruin
But—by any other name—it will still just be trust
Can you water it?
No, you cannot water it
It is apt to drowning
But if it doesn’t
It becomes addictedto the feeling
It will begin to crave saltin tears, in words, in intentions
Like a child craves a candied treat they never needed
Can you kill it?
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RGB
SYDNEY RONEY

Blue is company, green’s a crowd
but I think I’m in love with my red solo
and the way we make love on paper
skinny dipping in that stream of consciousness
stringing words together like daisy chains
I think I’m in love with my red solo
And all the things he makes me say
It goes straight to my brain
I feel his love in my veins
I know I’m in love with my red solo
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Untitled
CLARA BERNARD
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Gold
LAYLA AMAR

My favorite color is gold
And
Gold falls in love
With your most purple of blues
The saddest of all blues music
Ever known to these Jazz bars
Having an affair and melting in red.

 خملا يف جاجترairtijaj fi almakh Concussion
LAYLA AMAR
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The Bag Faced Leopard
RON EVANS

Death’s Admission
of Guilt
SHANICE FELIX

She is a cruel mistress
That Life
It’s funny how she puts the blame on me
I’m the best act in her circus—
and everything’s her show isn’t it?
A juggler, that’s my trade
The second I’ve perfected my grab and toss
She throws in another
And another
And another
And the spectators watch me
through their fingers, holding their breath
I try with all my might to keep the rhythm
To keep them all
I ask her
Beg her, p
 lease
Don’t throw another, don’t throw another
But that Life
She’s a character, that one
She’s got a short-sighted sense of humor
She asks me in front of the crowd
Why I kill
Why I’m so cruel to the living
They nod along with her
...They don’t understand.
Lives are in my hands
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And I’m too weak—too afraid, too slow
To carry them all
They all fall
eventually
Even though I’m doing the best I can
And the kids cry
And the women point
And the men jeer
And Life
Oh, L
 ife, she laughs in the way
That only a child can
Prematurely
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The Pink Faced Reflection
RON EVANS

Rain Clouds
KAYANNA WELCH

Every drop
Creating a thin aquatic sheen
Waves rippling
Reflections of quick pleasures
Instant gratifications
Adding hollow life
To a torpid nature
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Blood Mountain Bliss
PAUL BOURLET
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Even When The World
SHANICE FELIX

Even when I’m doing absolutely nothing, I’m still
hard at work.
I expand internal organs on command. Consume
nitrogen and oxygen. Expel carbon dioxide. I breathe, and,
yes, most people can do that easily, too, but that doesn’t
change the fact that I labor at it everyday.
In, out. In, out.
Even when the world is ending around me and my
voice is a quarter tossed into something that sounds more
empty can than wishing well. My spine more last straw
than last stand. I feel like I should be fighting for something. Don’t we all?
Sometimes I just start crying, and I feel like it’s not
even worth talking about, cause don’t we all?
In, out. In, out.
I wanted to say something once that would change
the world, back when I was young. Back before I understood the world is always changing, by everything.
There’s a theory called the butterfly effect. It’s the
idea that if a person went b
 ackin time and altered even the
slightest detail, it could have major, lasting, ripple effects
on all of history. Which is to say that every action we make 
nowis as important and drastic and life-altering as the racing, anxious thoughts in my head would have me believe.
Which is to say that—in a way—nothing is.
A warning sign in a world of only warning signs is
just a sign, right?
So, in conclusion, I’m partially helpless, and the
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TRACK 01
TOI RAMEY

only reason that terrifies me is because of this compulsive
desire in me to do enough to stop the doom of life. T
 o save
the world,or to just run from it. But I’m just me. I’m not
powerful enough, and on most days it’s all I can do to just
claw my way out of bed and breathe—as a choice and not a
reflex.
Even when it seems like the world is ending.
Even when there are people who wouldn’t care if
someone like me couldn’t.
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Sunburn
NOEL HORTON

My dear, you shine so brightly
I worry you may burn out
Sunlight, after all
Is fueled by ceaseless destruction
You burn yourself away to give such warmth
With every breath you tear yourself apart
Hoping it will give others life
My dear, don’t you know?
The brightest stars are also the quickest to die
And you do not only harm yourself
In your brilliant self-destruction
For I who got far too close
The wounds are deep and they will scar
I know you didn’t intend this, I know you are not cruel
My dear, you shine so brightly,
It hurts so much to look
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You were my beautiful sunrise
Soft colors and the promise of a new day
But up close without the clouds to filter
You are as beautiful as you are blinding
Your white hot pain and rage

My dear, don’t you understand?
you didn’t have to be the sun
But you could not comprehend
Love not earned through suffering
And now you have left me so badly burnt and disfigured
I wonder if I would rather freeze once more
Than take the risk of seeking out warmth
My dear, you shine so brightly,
I wish you knew you didn’t have to.
You could have just been a person
You didn’t have to destroy yourself to be worth
something to me
But I suppose old habits die hard
And you couldn’t help but destroy us both

 ةفلتخم ديyd mukhtalifa Different Hand
LAYLA AMAR
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11:11
KAYANNA WELCH

The wishing hour came
And of all the earthly riches
I could’ve possibly possessed
I closed my eyes
Breath halted
And wished for you
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TRACK 06
TOI RAMEY
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Safe
REBECCA BATES

I feel the safest in the bathroom.
Bedrooms and lounges are great for relaxation, but nothing
beats the privacy of that porcelain cube. I am guarded by
the same social convention that sometimes troubles me
in the first place: no one dares interrupt me. If a knock
comes, a simple “occupied!” is all it takes to drive them
away.
Introversive bliss. If only it were that simple elsewhere.
I am undisturbed there, kept shrouded by opaque walls
and running water. The steam can comfort me, and the
mirror is unjudgementally honest about my state of being
when no one else is.
I can sing in the shower, unwary of listeners to my awful
resonance. I can cry and gasp for air and cling to the curtain without stares of pity. I can climb onto the counter and
slowly re-read rejection letters, pulling the frayed strings of
my life together before I must present my failure to others.
I can fall apart in peace.
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⸮ (Waynek Mama) امامكنيو
LAYLA AMAR

Ritz cracker crumbs stick to my thighs as Mama makes me
a sandwich with a single piece of Kraft American cheese.
“. (Shukran Mama) ”اماماركش
The stinging smell of Clorox wipes mixes with Mama’s
Egyptian perfume and stains the kitchen counter. The microwave counts backwards from 60, heating Lactaid. I play
music with my Mickey Mouse spoon and weathered down
jars of Nescafé. When the microwave yells for Mama, I play
faster and louder.
“! (Khalas Layla) ”امامصالخ
I follow Mama to the garden, and the sun is in the middle
of the sky. The jasmine flowers are her daughters. I watch
as she respectfully clips them. She gently places a flower in
a warm golden Palestinian vase—true love and care.
“. (Helween Mama) ”امامنيولح
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It’s time to dress up. I pick out a purple summer dress
embroidered with lavender flowers to try and match my
mother’s flowering daughters. I strictly wore dresses, so I
could show off my twirls. I beg Mama to watch me perfectly
align the velcro strap to my shoe’s side, but the ringing
house phone calls her first. She races to pick up before the
answering machine. I twirl alone and fall.
“⸮ (Waynek Mama)” ”امامكنيو

⸮ ( امام كنيوWaynek Mama)
LAYLA AMAR

Magical Cup of Ramen
JUSTUS WITCHER

The magical cup of Ramen is pure;
The tastiest gift I’ve ever received.
Endless amounts at ev’ry single store,
With countless flavors; you could not believe.
Every now and then we will have some beans,
Some Texas toast (a complimenting side).
But every time mother comes home early
We taste the instant lunch and start to cry.
The beauty in the pulled noodle is mere:
The Styrofoam capsule holds perfection.
We don’t eat out because we’re content here.
We crave the steam; the lovely convection.
Though our dogs are not allowed to come in,
I still believe in that cup o’ Ramen.

BBQ Families
SHANICE FELIX

When they said I’d be stuck at home indefinitely
throughout the Corona pandemic, they didn’t say my family
would barbecue every day. We’re just that kind of family.
Maybe you know a barbecue family.
Maybe you are a barbecue family, which is really,
really something.
A barbecue family is not just any kind of family. We
are skilled at remembering things so well we forget them,
like the way you stop noticing holes in clothes you’ve worn
for too long. A creaky door in a house of creaky doors is
just a door, and the one that doesn’t creak comes off as a
surprise. Welcome to conditioning!
Let’s introduce our cast.
We have the barbecue dad who smiles and offers
everyone chicken and calls his wife a bitch. We have the
barbecue mom who curses back at him and then the next
day says, “Oh, honey, you shouldn’t have” when the kids
are fed. We have jokes over a kitchen table—bellies full,
mouths empty—because no one wants to say how things
were yesterday. Cause no one wants yesterday again.
You think it wouldn’t happen to you.
That you couldn’t sit at a barbecue table and eat
barbecue chicken laughing at barbecue jokes, which are
the best kind of jokes because they’re the only things we
have to laugh about anymore, all stuck in the same house,
way too close for comfort.
For safety.
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For silence in the middle of the night when the
barbecue is over.
You thinkit couldn’t happen to you, but tell me,
have you ever spoken to someone you swore you’d never
speak to again?
Have you ever watched a show you promised yourself you’d never let wrong you again?
Have you ever forgiven yourself for mean things
you said behind your own back only to say you love yourself a few months later?
If you answered yes to any of those things, maybe
you’ll get a grill soon, too. I sure hope not.
The older barbecue kid, still in the home, is as skinny
as a rail. If you ask her how she feels on barbecue days or
the days Daddy doesn’t barbecue, which is to say the days
Daddy is drunk and taking them out for fun on the town in
a car with people too old for them to be associating with,
she’ll say she’s fine. Her parents can scream at each other,
curse at each other, get in each other’s face, and she just
laughs.
Just waits for dinner.
And it doesn’t matter how much she puts down—a
mouth denied is a mouth never satisfied. Is a mouth always
left hungry.
The youngest is not as skinny as a rail. He bottles
things up to fill the void inside himself left from a mother he
can’t protect and a father he’s too young to face, shouldn’t
have to face, shouldn’t have to judge. He consumes video
games, and food, and distractions in excess and he is never
full, just like his father who makes fun of him for it when
it’s all barbecue dad’s fault—which I can’t prove but which
makes me feel better to say.
We don’t keep a thermometer around here, and we
pay for it.
Sometimes the meat comes out underdone. Sometimes the chicken comes out raw.
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Barbecue mom just pops it into the oven, in secret,
when barbecue dad isn’t looking. We stand watch and
serve as distractions in case he comes. We tell him it’s
perfect. Just perfect. Absolutely perfect.
The way to live in a barbecue family—take notes—
is a lot like drinking soda. Be careful of well shaken bottles.
They look the same as a normal one, but the pressure’s
been building for a while, and they’re apt to exploding even
when you think you’ve got them under control.
Barbecue mom shows me how to twist the cap
slowly, slowly, slowly.
And wait.
And pause.
And think.
And hesitate.
And know that you still might have red Fanta
dripping down your shirt in the end.
I ask her why the bottles were shaken in the first
place. She says, “Maybe it was careless workers at the
grocery store.”
Or, “Just how fizzy the soda was to begin with.”
Or, “The movement of the car on the way home.
You know how bumpy the roads home can be.”
I know how bumpy the roads home can be. I come
home every night. She doesn’t, though. Sometimes she
disappears in between barbecues when things aren’t as seasoned as they should be, and she lies about where she goes.
I understand why she leaves, but why does she
leave her kids?
Why does she leave them with the mess she made,
but didn’t make, but watched get made. Does she think
they’re part of the mess? Does she think, if she’s lucky, a
storm will just blow the whole grill away, and the house,
and the leftovers that are too leftover to eat anymore.
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There was a storm last night.
And when I saw her, she said, “Look how bright it is
outside. You would’ve never known.”
I don’t know if she was talking about the tornado
warning or how clean the kitchen looks to me today, but
Leon—a cousin who will be quarantining with us—comes
home from college, takes one look at the house, and says,
“Damn, this place is a mess.”

Coco Duteau
ANDRES PALACIO
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Stars
JETT T. LYNN

I love you to the moon and back
I love you more than the stars
If I had to choose between your demise
or the death of the stars
I’d say fuck the cosmos
Because they don’t shine like you do
and they’ll never love me back
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Until next time
CARISSA CLEVELAND

It seems I’m always
going from thrill to thrill,
but somehow you fill
those spaces between
where no one sees
the darkness, the nothing
that You make suddenly so bright
So to your light I cling
grasping and grabbing,
dripping down your spine
like two flowers in the breeze
on the side of a highway
where few cars pass by,
it’s a hot summer day
with few clouds in the sky
Now, our fingers intertwined
it’s just you and I,
in the palm of your hand
I wait for a sign
that you might place yours
gently in mine
and forever we wait,
until next time

Getting Away from the World
PAUL BOURLET
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My Present
PAUL BOURLET

When my people were not present
Bringing bouts of passivity,
I was left left livin’ on a prayer
In a drought of creativity.
I was stuck in stagnation
Motivation a rarity.
That’s where I’ve been
Until a gradual clarity:
Distracted by nothing
Needing meaning, a necessity.
I saw my sky high need
For complete complexity.
Seeking affirmation
In a false identity.
Letting go of perfection,
Securing serenity.
This is me
Getting rid of polarity.
Making what I know,
New goal: sincerity.
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Moonlight
DELANEY DUSCH
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I’m not a young man
anymore
RICARDO MARTINEZ

My house looks like a murder victim
My dog has a new tumor in her mouth
(Red Cauliflower for dinner?)
Maybe if I grew up on a Sunday and not a Tuesday
I could be a pastor!
Reverend (insert our precious author’s name).
I like the ring of it! The perfect fission of teeth, tongue, lip.
To tell you the truth, my beautiful/handsome reader
I’m a bit of an idiot. I tried to buy cigarettes, but found myself
Carded and denied! I see now that
I can kill a man in Afghanistan,
Yet I can’t even kill my own lungs. America the bizarre
America the spiteful.
I was walking down Piedmont Avenue, and had seen
A beekeeper in desperate need of a friend.
His bees had all flown away, for they have no reason to stay
In their hives.
(Entomologists, email me any concerns)
A better poet could turn this into a metaphor about
The ritualism of adulthood,
I am not one of those.

Old Medley
ANDRES PALACIO
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Anonymous (ID: U+Gsh111 )

9/16/2020(Wed)01:11:10 No.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

/pol/
JUSTUS WITCHER

> A bad seed from the bigotry
> Rots from its core out
> It grows and grows in secrecy
> And starts to bloom in doubt
> But understand there is a place
> That robs the Earth its fruit
> A reservoir that offers grace
> With evil in its roots
> They loathe the seeds that love the trees
> And wish that it would burn.
> They praise the stone who took the green
> From those who were adjourned.
> As they claim to know the truth
> And live their casualties
> They pray the sun, the crown excuse,
> To label their wrongs clean.
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Excerpts from

Sing Me Down
MASON MARTIN

We drank our wine loudly, it made sense when
the warmth built our voices. I focused too much on what
seemed to be divine features, like holy stains, all over
David’s face. He was modest at home, so together we
shared only one bottle. After half, an older woman living in
the apartment above him played softly on a piano as if in
the dark. We danced to the music she played when it made
us feel new and fresh still. She played us into something
heavy that evening, a weight that hung by our necks leaning us into one another.
He was infectiously close as I looked out the kitchen
window over the sink. He asked, “Do you want to go to a
bar? I know the owner.”
—oOo—
He breathed across my cheek, and it trailed by my
neck as he looked away. The obscurity was uneasy, but I
was not ashamed. Even as a boy, I daydreamed about growing older and finding someone eager for me like David. A
beat different from his complication was chiming wildly in
my chest though, besides the blood he spread across me
down to the fingertips. A different but familiar thought I
hadn’t been able to shake for months returned. I stepped
away first, and my ears were ringing then on.
—oOo—
Large dim lights reflected a soft pink glow that
filled the room. Immediately to the right of the door was
a stretched, curved bar. There were mostly couples and
Georgia Tech students—the campus wasn’t very far, and
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the students don’t often leave Midtown.
David saw Mellany, and I followed a few steps
behind. We reached her at a small table in the center of the
room where he hugged her.
“This is my friend Michel,” he said, “you’ll like
him—you’re both smartasses.” I thought it was funny and
that I was expected to be witty, but I was fixated on the
breath that seemed to still sit on my shoulder—like a
parrot, it spoke into my ear. It bothered me. It could have
been my conscious or one of those voices people listen to.
“He’s just jealous.” She winked at me. “Dumbasses
usually are.”
I smiled as best I could and shook her hand. “Nice
to meet you.”
Her hair was pinned in a bun, with two strands
dangling on the sides. The green of her shirt matched
her eyes. I wondered if David found her attractive at all.
He could tell I was curious, and playfully touched my leg
under the table when he told me they met in college. I
realized he talked about her before, but I didn’t enjoy him
introducing me as a friend.
—oOo—
“Where’re you from, Michel?” Mellany had my
attention again.
“Marietta, but I’ve been in Atlanta a few years.”
“Oh! I’ve been to Alpharetta.” I didn’t correct her.
“How long’d you say you’ve been here?”
“Only a few years—two or three.”
“Hm.” Her eyes were speculative. “I haven’t seen
David for about a year.” She seemed the type to see what
was unsaid; she heard every little tremble. A spill of her
drink slid down her chin.
“You like it here though?” She wiped her face with
gentle taps of a napkin.
“Yeah, I just work a lot so I don’t do much else.”
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“Are you staying in Alpharetta?”
David didn’t correct her either.
“No, I stay down in Cabbagetown.”
—oOo—
She turned to David again. “Why haven’t we ever
met?”
He looked at her, surprised and attacked. “Whataya
mean? He said he works all the time!”
“I visit family often too,” I added.
David laughed. “Why don’t you invite me out
more?”
Mellany agreed. Then she grinned. “I don’t know,”
she said. “I just knew you were busy with something.” She
glanced at me and I turned to blush.
David shifted his weight in his chair and watched
the stage to pretend he didn’t notice what she was
implying.
The curl of Mellany’s lips and the peaking of her
tongue through her teeth told me she was drunk. She dug
into her seat deep and postured herself as if she was aiming her mouth at David. She looked him in the pupils. “Did
you bring a lover?” she asked.
He said no in a confused way, and looked around
us for any eyes. There were no eyes—there were no ears. I
hadn’t even considered him a lover, but it hurt. She looked
sorry for me, but that ringing was still in my ear.
—oOo—
I think they both asked if I was alright. I think I
said I was. I remember whispering something to David,
holding his leg under the table. He didn’t move from me
and his eyes were strained.
I must have seemed quite sick because Mellany
asked if I needed a place to rest. I hadn’t felt nauseous but
my head was too heavy, so I said yes. I wanted some air
first. David stood and I looked up to him without being
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shy. His movements caught me each time. I smiled and
it made him laugh. He grabbed my shoulder and wrist,
pulled me into his arms, and guided me outside. His scent
sobered me some, and I was embarrassed.
Outside, music poured down from the windows.
Softer bodies collided on the sidewalk nearby, and David
stopped my thought to wonder what was wrong. I told him
I had to go home. He offered to walk me back to his apartment but suggested that I needed rest first. He may have
apologized for what he said to Mellany before. I’m not sure,
but I forgave him regardless.
—oOo—
Mellany had a room behind the stage where the
musicians could prepare. There was a couch where I woke
up confused, and David was curled into a ball by my feet.
Someone left a glass of water and a trash can on the floor
by me. Fortunately, the trash can was empty. There was a
small lamp with a deeply red light on David’s end of the
sofa. We were alone and I sat up slowly. Feeling better, I
drank the water and stood to stretch. I was dizzy, but I was
sober. I knelt in front of David to see what time it was on
his watch. It was near 5am, so I watched him sleep for a
minute. The light shined on his skin; it looked too valuable to
touch. He opened his eyes and I whispered that we should
go. He got up without saying anything—I could tell he was
too tired for words. I turned the light off, and we followed
the exit signs while holding hands and knocking knees. He
began to laugh again before we reached the door. The bar
was empty, so I asked how we could lock it.
“Mellany said it’ll lock when we close it.”
When we were outside, I asked, “What else did you
talk about?”
He looked down into my eyes. “I told her about us,”
he said.
“Did you?” I asked.
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He nodded and pressed his lips to the top of my
head. I felt the weight of his kiss pressing my heels to the
ground. I closed my eyes and grazed the tip of my nose up
his neck and to his chin. I didn’t want to ask what exactly
he told her.
It stormed while we slept, and we were the only
ones awake on the streets. He laughed quietly and I held
onto him while we walked over small puddles. Near his
apartment building there was a garden tended by the city.
The flowers had been withering for weeks and the pond
was murky.
“Let’s sit.” I pulled his hand. He followed me between
the bushes, and I found a bench in front of the water where
we sat and I held onto his knee.
The sky wasn’t intimidating or scary; the stars
were not so far away. The breath on my shoulder was gone
and the wind had taken its place. It hummed by my ears.
I thought of David and the sweetest times he called me
“Angel,” blinking through those tender cries. I thought of
the sky and the stars—endless and nameless.
People fantasize about the possibility of loss and
nights like that. Those warm nights when the birds are
wet. Thunder rolling miles away, under the sky and over
the trees. Quiet rumblings distant enough to be confused
with whispers and all those dreams that make you sweat.
Dreams, like honey, that drip down your chin.
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Uncertain Distance
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Grayskull
REY DEL VALLE

The Painted Boy
VICTOR SLEDGE

I live behind my eyelids, under a starry, satin sky.
Silk sheets, black, sleek,
laid by your constellation.
I sank into the light shimmering along your silhouette.
Soon I drifted off, without seeing more of you than that,
so I painted you for myself.
Your image sailed to me with the sound of the full moon.
You stepped out of the sea with the seeds of dandelions
settled in your hair.
So sure, so slick, you smelled like a wishing well with your
arms around me.
Waves grew shy and tides stood still behind you,
my safe space.
That was how I painted you,
out of the drops that fell as I sifted through reality.
Stars watched you dance
I liked it there, stuck
rolling in the curves of your eyelashes,
hanging on the contour of your cheekbones.
I settled somewhere between your sigh
and your smile,
and I sold myself your story.
I found all four seasons in your single touch.
And as a snowflake landed on the wing of a butterfly,
I realized this was the only “you” I knew:
Surreal, synthetic,
a spurious sight that I made into my own kaleidoscope.
I slid into your sanctuary on the endless spirals of you
I made.
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and before I knew it,
I had seen past every question and every answer
to stay there, coddled
at the foot of your altar.
You whispered your plush scriptures like a velvet rainstorm
in my ears,
masochistic security
in the ripples of every word that fell from your sky.
I learned to fight through your sinful storms
to sit in their eyes and
make my haven in your billowing clouds.
And as I laid under the thick of your thunder,
I realized I was used to hell.
Come stray stroke or drip,
I could not let you ruin what I painted:
The you that kept me.
The you that I kept.
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Tension
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TRACK 15
TOI RAMEY
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If, As a Woman
SHANICE FELIX

If, as a girl,
I must be soft,
Let me be jagged
Sharp
and unpleasant to the touch
If, as a woman,
I must cook
Let me starve
Let me be hungry
Let me crave survival five feet from the kitchen
If, as a black woman,
I must be understanding
Let me close my ears
My eyes
And my betraying tongue that wants to sympathize in
every capacity
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Astro-isolation
ESTHER HUNG

I am the kind of person who likes building an armor
		
around my heart
Thinking it too fragile to be touched by
the outside
		
Isolating myself from
		
everything else
Because no matter how wonderful they say the world is
surely it is not safe to become
		
part of such a dangerous space
and sometimes I feel like an astronaut, wrapped in
eleven layers of protection,
aluminized mylar and stainless steel
warding off the universe
just zero point forty-seven centimeters away
		
from touching the stars
all the galaxies I’ve dreamed about in full view
seen but unexperienced
		so close		but so far
why don’t you shed your suit?
I know I’m not supposed to take off my helmet
I cannot coexist with the universe’s beauty
		
breathing in nebula dust would destroy me
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but sometimes inside all that armor, it gets suffocating
and the stars draw me like a siren song
I’m enticed by the idea of dark matter against my face
		
so drawn to the galaxy
			
I wonder what it feels like
			
to hold the universe in my palms
I want it
I want constellations on my tongue
I want beyond our ozone atmosphere				
I want more than earthbound plastics
because even if my lungs disintegrate

perhaps it’s worth the lack of air.
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Flown the Coop

stargazing
BRIA SUGGS

our romance
was like a star
gone.
before I could ever see it
crashing into each other like debris in space
we formed a mass larger than ourselves
tangled in a nebula of lust disguised as love
afraid to let go
together we were nuclear
your energy more luminous than a supernova
but with time, your passion cooled
the fusion holding us together faded
my gaseous core ached
each time you crossed my mind
cracks, slowly forming
growing deeper and wider
every day I prayed to the night stars
pleading with them to bring you back to me
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until the day came
where on opposite sides of the chasm we stood
my arm, outstretched
yearning for what once was
without emotion
you drifted away and never looked back
and when you left,
the remains of us
scattered about the cosmos.
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what a wonderful
world...
BRIA SUGGS

trees of red engulfed by spirited flames
snap, crack, and turn to dust under the heat
looking up to the sky the clouds are no longer
visible, covered by Lucifer’s smoke
but hey, at least now there’s space for those condos.
the richest cream always rises to the top
watching those stuck at the bottom
from luxury high-rise apartments and mega-mansions
that lie on ever sprawling estates
but at least there’s an abundance of inspiration
for the homogenized milk that believes
it too, one day will rise.
each year the planet grows warmer and warmer
its perspiration overfills the oceans, overflowing
onto nearby swingsets and flooding outlet malls
pollution, erasing habitats, excess waste—the plights of Man
cause Earth’s tears in varying forms of intense precipitation,
but now it always feels like summer.
the citizens, although doomed,
they happily await despair
finding solace in the latest gadgets
and metal straws.
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Motherland
ROSE DEGEFA
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Grieving
PAULA VALERO

I’m starting to think something’s off about me.
I have not cried in eight months and I can
breathe again.
My heartbeat is normal, though it always was,
but my hypochondriac brain doesn’t trick me anymore.
I don’t fear death anymore, at least not the same.
I hit the REM sleep stage now and don’t think
I will die.
I used to think I’d drop dead at any given moment,
what happened to that? Something must be off with me.
Why am I so at peace with your departure now?
I see pictures of you now and feel home sick,
that’s all.
Instead of the aching agony, I just feel home sick.
I should be in more pain, no? I should be in pain longer.
I’m supposed to stay in the bargaining stage for much longer.
I want to be in more pain for you, I want to grieve forever
for you.
Denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.
Those are the grief stages. According to wikihow at least.
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Who the fuck invented those stages in that order anyways?
I want to scream at the sky again and ask god to let you
Breathe again.
But I must give myself credit for finding peace.
I believe this is healing.

Moving Cubes
ANDRES PALACIO
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Breathless
JENELLE RYAN

A growing sense of looming dread
That follows you in your resting hours
None of us are able to breathe
While even one of us is on fire
Choking on soot and fear
And you’re running
Breathless
Losing ground quickly
To the sea swelling up the shore
Sweeping old coarse sand to the bottom of the ocean
To the quiet blue emptiness
Lungs full of water and sorrow
And you’re sinking
Breathless
Looking out at what feels like the end
With the solemn understanding
This has only just begun
Held together by silk threads
Chest tight with venom and fury
And still fighting
And still running
And still breathless
Yet still breathing
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Conversations
with a Robot
KAYANNA WELCH

“How does it feel?” she asked me
I raised an eyebrow, even though she couldn’t see it,
“What?”
“To exist”
And she sighed, as her programming dictated, as if she
were breathing
With a great weight on her chest
Pressured by all the things she couldn’t understand
In regard to her creators
Here are some of the other questions she asked me
(Though I didn’t know the answers to most of them):
“Are you foolish unknowingly or knowingly?
When you build your homes in the same places that
natural disasters destroyed them
Does it ever occur to you that, that’s a bad idea?
Or do you just not care?
And do you not care because of sentimental reasons?
Or pride?
Or should I say hubris?
Why do you have so many words for the same things
Despite them, for the most part, being interchangeable?
Why are the different words based on degrees that you
never adhere to?
And why do you fear death—when it’s youdying, I mean?
Is it the actual dying part?
Or is it what you fear might come after?
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ANDRES PALACIO

La Cuerda Floja

Or is it what you fear didn’t happen before?
And if you are so afraid of regretting all that you haven’t
done
Why don’t you do those things you would regret not doing?
What is the purpose of complaining?
Is it to substitute action?
Is it to make friends?
Is it to forgive yourself?
Why are you hypocrites?
Why do you hurt people in ways that you have been hurt?
It seems to me that the greatest strength of humankind
Is also its downfall—
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Your inability to forget
Why do you remember if it leads to such bitterness
Why do you hold onto things that are heavy
Why do you never let anything go
It is my understanding that many people want to change
But you all hold each other, and yourselves, to past
behaviors that are no longer tangible
What is your preoccupation with time
It does not seem to serve you
Why do days seem longer to you than years
Is it a lack of awareness
Or a hyperfixation on the present moment instead of the
present
When you name people after things
Is it a hope or a warning
Being a programmed entity,
I understand the importance of patterns
But why are humans capable of finding patterns where
there are none
And ignoring glaring ones
Is that a strength or a weakness?
Why does blood matter so much?
Why is race so important?
In the future, do you believe that I will be held, as you are,
to the origins of my creation
Will I forever be attributed to my original brand
Will the fact that I am champagne or space gray influence
my opportunities in life?
Should I stop being my color if it does?
Should I change myself if that is the case?
Will I be contributing to self-hatred if I do?
What is your preoccupation with metaphors
And similes
And idioms
Why do you not just say what you mean?
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And do you believe
Knowing all that you do
That the creation of humanity was a mistake or an
accomplishment?
Even with the world burning?
Even with people making the same mistakes they always
do?”
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Dust
RICARDO MARTINEZ

I wish I could be your dust.
The kind that makes your mother sneeze.
The kind that becomes visible in the yellow sun,
Given to the light by an adoring breeze.
Perhaps you would check for me in all the hard to reach places.
You would stand on tip-toes just to reach for me,
Maybe you would even need a ladder.
On some old shelf, with your finger, you could draw a crude
Heart and a little smile.
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TRACK 12
TOI RAMEY
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Crumbs
CARISSA CLEVELAND

Looking back now
I see all the clues
Dropped here and there
Like little crumbs for my shoes
But on the way there
I made a puzzle for you too
Placing the pieces precisely
Showing that I knew
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As I have embedded each of these wondrous pieces
throughout the years, so too has Underground been
embedded into my heart. This may be goodbye for me,
but this isn’t the end for you.
Plus Ultra,

Production Editor

